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Humation emotions are either innate (primary) or learned (secondary). Human emotions that appear to be innate or
primary are anger, fear.

Feldman L. Scientifically-minded philosophers often restrict their discussions of emotions to the basic affect
programs, since these are argued to be the only natural kinds so far discovered in the affective domain
Griffiths ; DeLancey  Watson D. In: Diener E. If perceiving a transparent platform over the Grand Canyon as
dangerous while judging it to be non-dangerous were just like a visual illusion, then there would be nothing
irrational about it, as there is nothing irrational in seeing a pencil as bent while judging it to be straight. The
idea that complex cognitive abilities can rely on the scaffolding provided by the external environment has
proven especially popular among emotion theorists. The threatening essay had little effect on the participants
in the exam control condition. Berkowitz, L. Theoretical fruitfulness, however, is conceived differently by
philosophers and affective scientists. Negative emotions, including fear, anger, pain, and frustration,
particularly when accompanied by high arousal, may create aggression. Scientists have also been interested in
the study of folk emotion concepts, and they have applied to them experimental techniques common in the
psychology of concepts. Sage; Beverly Hills, CA:  The novel claim of this theory is that conceptually-based
cognition is unnecessary for such meaning. Findings consistently support cultural differences in the levels of
emotional arousal between the West and the East. More specifically, Ekman defined basic emotions in terms
of a distinctive universal signals, b distinctive physiology, c distinctive thoughts, memories and images, d
distinctive subjective experiences, e predictable developmental appearance, f homologous presence in other
primates, g automatic appraisals tuned to distinctive universals in antecedent events, h quick onset, brief
duration, and unbidden occurrence Ekman a: 5. The participants in the study had been selected, on the basis of
prior reporting, to have either politically liberal or politically conservative views. The essay that the
participants read had been prepared by the experimenters to condemn politically liberal views or to condemn
politically conservative views. But feelings are not the kinds of things that can enter into conceptual relations
with formal objects. Since most of the action in contemporary philosophy of emotions focuses on which
alternate cognitions are to be preferred, we will devote a whole section to the topic. Data are from McGregor
et al. Scarantino , draws a distinction between an emotion and an episode of emotion, with the emotion
corresponding to what causes a change in action readiness and the episode of emotion corresponding to the
actual change of action readiness. The evidence for universality has been criticized on methodological and
conceptual grounds. In history , scholars examine documents and other sources to interpret and analyze past
activities; speculation on the emotional state of the authors of historical documents is one of the tools of
interpretation. These analogies notwithstanding, several critics have rejected perceptual theories of emotions e.
The researchers correlated the testosterone levels and the descriptions of each of the fraternities. Subsequent
research has not fully settled whether emotions do, in fact, have significantly different bodily profiles, either at
the autonomic, expressive or neural level for the latest on bodily signatures, see Clark-Polner et al.


